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THE GRANGER MOFEMENT IN ILLINOIS.
Of all the organizations which hav i flourished among farmers
since the middle of the century, none, from a social and economic
standpoint » has equalled in importance that of the Patrons of
Husbandry, more commonly known as the Grange. Although its immedi-
ate organization displays some peculiarities, it was the out-
growth of naiiural conditions. Its promoters had a mine of experi-
ence on which to draw, in order to establish it on a solid basis.
For even the fai:miTig class, though poorly situated for organization
had societies more than one hundred years old.
The new order came into being shortly after the Civil War.
It was a fivor;?ble time ^'"or such a movement. For two decades a
feeling of dissatisfaction had l^een spreading among the farmers.
For a time it had found suff iclentexpression in- the political ag-
itation against slavery but had otherwise played no important
part in the economic growth of the nation. It was temporarily over-
shadowed by more vital questions but gained new li-fe in the West
as railroad building progressed and increasing migration brou^lht
about more extensive competition among the farmers. This competi-
tion lowered the prices of their products while at the same time
their purchases had to be made at exorbitant prices. They were at
the mercy of the middlemen, whom they were unable to oD^oose suc-
cessfully owing to lack of organization and because their inertia
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had prevented them from undertaking to deal directly with the man-
ufacture rs
.
The motives of the middlemen were not entirely selfish. That
their operations brought injury to the farmer was rather their
misfortune than their fault. They found the farmers poorly supplied
with cash and were forced to sell on credit. In this way a system
of credit p-rew up which enabled the middlemen to hold the farmers'
which they
trade even thoup^h charging high rates for the sup.. 1 ies ^ furnished .( 1
)
The railroads, too, were a source of irritation. At the begin-
ning of the era of construction in the West the peonle were friendly
to the railroads. Railroad building in the East ana the openin,:i,
of through lines oi transportation in the few years before the war,
opened new markets for the westprn farmer and increased the demand
for agricultural products. However, discriminations, high rates,
with their accompanying phenomenon of stock watering, and the atti-
tude which the railroad managers assumed toward the shippers, to-
gether with a succession of sharp practices, gradually aroused the
public and led to organized opposition.
Hostility to the middlemen and fear of the railroads were the
main causes of the movement among the western farmers which led
towards the formation of farmers' organizations. In other sections
of the -country additional causes operated to produce a like result.
The farmers of the South had been left in an un'^ortunate situation
as a result of the Civil War. If we add to these causes of discon-
tent and dissatisfaction, the general f -^r^Ung of irr^-.-t usually
i^r^valent among the tillers of the soil we have a sufficient expla-
nation for the widespread movement among the farming classes which
(DCf. Jhe Cotton Industry ih the United States.
-M.B.Hammond
Ch. V. Agricultural Credit.
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resulted in the or^^anizat ion of the Patrons of Husbandry.
Such were the conditions when Oliver Hudson Kelle^/, a clerk
in the Agricultural Department at Washington, was sent through
several of the southern states on public business. Impressed by the
unfortunate condition of the people, appreciating the power of
|
united action, and seeing that there "was no comprehensive organ- ^
ization of farmers, he began to plan the formation oT such a com-
bination as should unite in one body the great mass of farmers
throughout the country. Upon his return to Washington, April 21,
1867, he enlisted the sympathy of a 'ew friends who were somewhat
interested in agricultural matters, and resigning his position
under the government, he devoted his time to planning an organi-
zation and perfecting a"ritual of fomr degrees for men and four
for women unsurpassed in my judgment, in the English language,
for originality of thought, beauty of diction and purity of senti-
ment. "(1) It is a ritual well calculated to exalt the occupation of
the farmer in the mindJof members. Kelley being a Mason, Masonic
methods were copied extensively by the new order. As first organizedj,
the four degrees for men we re., .-Laborer, Cultivator; Harvester^
Husbandman. A lady frierid of Kelley's suggested that women be
admitted to the'-order with corresponding degrees. The suggestion was
acted upon and thus, almost by chance, a feature was adopted which
added much to the influence o{ the Grange. The four degrees :or.
women at the
.
6eginning were,-Maid; Shepherdess, Gleaner, Matron.
,
Others, open to both men and women were added as occasion demanded.
|
The fifth degree, Pomona niope
) , is composed of Masters of subordi-
(l)Special Report 2, .usee i laneous Series, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,-;
The Grang^--Its Origin Progress .and Purposes,
-D.W.Aiken, pp. 55-64.
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nate granj^es and their wives who are Matrons. Past Masters and
their wives who are Matrons, are honorary meinbers and eligible to
office but not entitled to vote. Flora (Chari.ty) is the name of
the sixth degree. It is composed of the Masters of state granges
and their wives who have taken the degree Pomona. Past Masters of
state, granges who have taken the degree Pomona are honorary mem-
l?ers and eligible to office but not entitled to vote. The seventh
and highest degree is Ceres (Faith). Members of the National Grange
vviio nave served one year therein may become members of tnis degree
on application and election. The secret work of the order is under
the charge of the members of this degree, who also sit as a court
in ail cases of impeachment of officers of the National Grange.
Members of this degree are honorary members of the National Grange
and are eligible to office therein but are not entitled to vote.
Several months were spent^upon the constitution and ritual and
on December 4, 1857, the National Grange of the order Patrons of
Husbandry was established at Washington with a membership of seven.
'Wade up" as a writer for the Popular Science Monthly has put it
rather sarcastically, "of one fruit grower and six government clerks,
equally distributed among the Post-Office, Treasury, and Agricul-
tural Departments." (1)
The officers were elected for a term of five gears. (2)
(1) Chas. W. Pierson, "Rise of the Granger Movement", Popular
Science Monthly, vol. 62, p^, 199. The members were,- Wm.M.Ireland
and O.H.Kelley (recently transferred from the Agricultural Dept.)
of P.O. Dept., J.R.Thompson and Rev. John Trimble, of the Treasury
Dept., William Saunders and Rev. A.B.Grosh of the Agricultural Dept.,
and F.M.McDowel 1,, a vineyardist of Wayne, New York.
(2) -Saunders, Master; Thompson, Lecturer; Ireland, Treasurer;
Kelley, Secretary .--Special Report 2 p. 57
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For two years there were no additions to the memljershipj''"^ ful 1
attendance of the original members was not always secured at the
annual meeting. Indeed, at the third annual session, Worthy
Master Saunders delivered his annual address in the presence of
Secretary Kel ley ,-~his entire audience; and when through^asked the
privilege of printing the same in the next morning's papers that
each might buy some to distritjute i ( 1 ) Meanwhile two state granges
had been organized, Minnesota on the 25rd of February 1869, and
Iowa, Jan. 12, 1S71.(2) At the fifth annual session of the National
Grange the original seven members were re-enforced by the Grand i
Master of the Iowa State Grange, Dudley W. Adams. !
Immediately after the organization of the National Grange^
steps were taken to organize subordinate granges, and the territoryl
selected for the first effort was the state of Minnesota. Accordingi
ly Mr. Kelley left Washington April 1st, 1868, for the accomplish-
ment of this purpose. The Grange was at this time S150 in debt,
but Kelley was to receive a salary of S2,000 a yeari besides his
expenses, provided his receipts aggregated that amount. On his way I'
westward he organized granges successively at Harrisburgi Fredoniai
Cincinnati and Chicago. The Chicago Grange which was the first in
s
I,
Illinois, was organized in the office of the Prairie Farmer. This
i
was in the latter part of April. :^rom Chicago Kelley went to
Minnesota where he succeeded in organizing a half a dozen granges
by the close of the year. In Iowa i - thp following year he was still
ore successful, i^o charters were issued to a sub-grange unless at
number of charter memoers was limited to thirty- at least ten. of
(2? fSIS!^^ Report. 2, p. 58.
least nine men and four women were pledged as memb ersi while the

whom must be women. The initiation fee seems to have varied some-
what from time to timej but for the charter members was usually
about three dollars for men and fifty cents for women. Men who
joined later paid four to five dollars^ and women two to three
dollars as a membership fee. The orjier grew slowly for several
years. At the close of 1871 the Secretary was able to report
that the increase in membership had ^een four times as great in
that year as in the year preceding. After 1871 the growth was more
rapid and at the sixth annual session^ January 89 1873i delegates
were present from eleven states. Four of these delegates were women.
There were at this time twenty-three state granges .( 1 ) During the
year 1572, 1^074 subordinate granges were qrganizedi making altogeth-
er about 1,300. The next two years saw a still more rapid growth,
8668 being added in 1873 and 11,941 in 1874 making a total of
22,000 granges with, an average membership of a little over 30.(3)
The Grange was prospering, the treasury was full and there was a mad
rush for membership. A feverish activity seemed to pervade the
order. No- undertakings were too big, no enterprises too grand to
be attempted. One in particular carried on during it6 period og
greatest activity (4) but later given up on account of the ex-
pense, Wa^ its system of monthly crop reports. (5) Blanks were sent
from the' off ice the secretary to each of the subordinate granges
in time to reach tne local grange feefore its meeting^ the first week
(1) Special Re ort 2 p. 58.
'(2) Idem. p. 55
(3) Prairie Farmeri Mar. 3r, • 1877.
(4) ^gni'ri|gced in May or June; 1872. See Prairie Farmer; M;iy
(5) Sr'^cl^l p--ort 2. p. '-2.
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in each month. The secretary of the subordinate grange was then
me to obtain the necessary data and return the required inforina-.
tion. On the basis of these replies; the reports were compiled by
the fifteenth of eaih month. In this way the Grange bulletins were
issued before those of the Department of Agriculture and are said
to have been more reliable. ( 1) This and other accomplishments
gave a prestij-e to the order. Newspapers and politicians became in-
terested and the Grange became a factor in politics.
The inevitable reaction was not long in coming.' The membership
declined, the activity decreased. Various reasons were assigned
ror the decline. One is; that the Grange laced a well defined
purpose. Its energies were scat teredj ' It was unable to accomplish
its undertakings and its enthusiasm" consequently subsided. (?) '
While such an hypothesis
.ffords a partial explanation,
.t does
not accurately |/or fulli aescribe the conditions. The Grange did
have definite objects which; however; varied from time to time.
By the founders and e,rli.st members the social and educational
features were emphasi.,.d. They desired to bring together the farm-
ers and their families and to develop through this acquantanceship
that fraternal fe.lin^ notoriously lacking among them. The^ aimed
moreover to bruu aoout a ™o re Intel 1 Igent .and scientific cultiva-
tion of- the soi 1 .
;
"A little knowl.d-e
.
a dangerous thing." With the farmer
a little experience proved dangerous. Idealists and disgruntled
politicians came. into the order masked as farmers,
...on with his
own plan for revolutionizing- the wnvi -i -pkni.in^ n orld. The grangers, confident
jj
(1) Special Report 2 p. 6P Cf "rp-
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because of what they had accompl i shedi were ready to undertake new
plans even though in the main they were visionary. As a consequence
gigantic schemes of co-operation in guying and selling were under-
taken and entrusted to inexperienced men. Partly because of over-
confidence; partly because of the opposition of the middlemen
almost ej/ery attempt resulted in finaacial loss. These failures
not only caused loss to those immediately interested but discred-
ited the whole movement In the eyes of the public.
Moreover undue political activity; partisan expressions on the
tari-f and currency; (1) together with radical and sometimes un-
wise railroad legislation; gradually brougliit a^out internal dis-
sension. The farmer was inclined to place too much dependence on
legislation, and too little on self-help to accomplish the desired
ends. Of course ne did not grow rich immediately. In fact there was
little si-n of improbement in his condition. He was disappointed at
the outcome and ignorant of the reason for the failure of his plans,
and seeing no prospect of securing more favorable results he soon
lost hope.
I
The discontent which ^ad been growing for several years
|
qame to a head at ^^e jiee^ ing^^^ at Charleston, South Carolina, I
early in 1875. At this meeting e^ery state grange was represented,
sixty-six members king present. On ..ever.l natters there was
heated discussion ^he contest found its chief expression
concerning the financial methods of the National Grange; which by

rather extravagant salaries to its officers.(l) At the end of the
discussion it was voted to distribute the funds of the Grange
amon'; the subordinate granges in f^ood standing. Accordingly a^out
S50,000 v/as distributed', or about 32.50 for each grange. (2)
Internal dissension increased during the next few years. Many who
had joined in the stirring days of 1873 and 1874 withdrew their mem-
bership. Many granges discontinued their meetings entirely. As there
was less agricultural discontent in the country at this time few
granges were organized; the receipts of the National Grange fell
off and the salaries of the officers had to be reduced. (5) Politi-
cians showed less interest and the space devoted to grange topics
in the newspapers .^^raaually decreased. However; although the number
of granges had decreased the average membership per grange had In-
creased from 31 I/c to 40.(4) By 4880 those who had joined the !
Grange for any otner purpose than the objects stated in its consti-
tutionhad; for the most part withdrawn; and the decline in member-
ship seems to have stopped. At the same tir-e the political agita-
tion within the Grange came to an end and its efforts were devoted
more and more, to the fulfilment of its original aims, .^rom this time
a revival of interest may be noted more especially in the New Eng-
land States. At the meeting at Topeka in 18S8; thirty-six states
reported, and thirty were represented. By 188o the total membership
had increased to 150,000 and the annual reports for the 'last few
years show indications of a healthy gro^.th.
sUencl^Enihly^^^^^^ ^2y500 per year . -Popular
(2) Idem. Also Prairie Farmer Feb. 20; 167^^
(3) Secretary 22;500 to S2;000; Master ^2'nnn +n cM'onn t +
^ifouu. in ie/9 that of 'tho u
to S600. Popular Science\i\fhl.^'52:l72??^^^
-^-^^^^-^^^^Fai'iiier." =— 'I'^lJ
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The movement ia Illinois was similar to that in other states.
As already stated Mr.- Kelley, the founder of the national order
organized the first grange in the state in the latter part of
April, 1868 in the office of the Prairie Farmer. Other granges were
organized in the year succeeding as shown by the following table : (-l)
Year Number of granges organized during the year.
•1869 2
1870
I
1671 5
1672 69
1675 762
1674 704
1676 27
Altogether up to October 15, 1896 one thousand seven hundred and
twenty-two subordinate granges had been organized in one hundred
and one counties of the state with pomona or county granges in
most of the counties. These sub-granges meet weekly and the pomona
granges quarterly or conthly.
The state Grange was organized March 5, 1672 and meets yearly.
It is made up of delegates .from thn =^ufe--ranges and
-the pomona
granges. The first Grand Master was Alon^o Colder of Whiteside
county. His successors in office were, A.P.Forsyth of Edgar county,
E.A.Giiler of Green county, J.M.Thompson of Will county; and
Oliver Wilson of Putnam county who now occupies that position.
'
From the figures given it is evident that the palmy d^v?
of gran-n activity in Illinois were in the years 1875 and 187^i,
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during which five-sixths of the total number of o-ranjres in the state
were organized. From various causes the next fe-// years saw a (papid
decline in numerical strength. The large corn crops of 1871-72-73
filled every crib and available store-house to overflowing. Prices
feir, freight rates rose. It required five or six bushels of grain
to get one bushel to New York City. The average local price of
|
corn in Illinois in December, ]872 '/-^.s onlv twentv-four cents a
;
bushel, (1) and there is good r.iason to beii...-ve that it fell as low i
as fifteen cents abushel in some localities. It became more p|rof-
itable to use co'rn for fuel than to sell it. (2) A general money ji
stringency ensued culminating in the panic of 1875. The railroad
|!
law of 1871 against discriminations in freight rates was declardd
unconstitutional
.
(3) Unusually large crops of wheat in 1875-74 '(4)
jj
helped to over-stock the markets with bread-stuffs and bring
|do#n their prices; thus requiring a larger proportion to pay the f
cost of transportation.
' The farmer was inclined to blame the rail-
road mi.n^-.-^rnt for all his, troubles which were Ijy no means light.
,
The Crodi Mooilier lent added force to his fault-finding tendency. |
(U Mothly Reports of the Dept.- of Agriculture 1872, p. 470. t
D
^
i-^rof Jos. E. Carter, Supt. of Champaign High Schooili; alsoPopular Science Monthly 52:205.
(5)Report of R.R.^.- W. Commissioners 1875 gives decision. I'
CORN, vield ii) bushels Value.lo70 1,094,255,000 ' ^540 ' ^^90
"
]m . -.991 ; 898 000 .^tc'^-^'fm
.
1,092,719:000 i385:7ig:2l0'
Dept. of Agriculture, Year Book 1897.
WHEAT.
253,884,700 S288; 766. 969. ^
gZA ' 250,722:;400 8264,075,851
\pyi 249,997, 100 S278-;522 068.
281,264;700 3500,669,555.
508,102,700. 265;88i;i67. i
Dept. of Agriculture, Year Book, 1897.
i
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The grange organizers, whose salaries depended upon the numlper
of granges formed, no doubt fomented the discontent and urged the
form.ation of granges as a pangcea for all .ills. Thus many who had
no real comprehension of the principles of the Grange joined
partly because they wanted to do something and did not know what
else to do.
At first Iowa and Illinois took the lead in the Grange move-
ment. Illinois nev.-r hpld first place either in the number of sub-
ordina,te granges or in the number of individual members. But on
June 25, 1873; she stood second with 517 subordinate
-ran-es;
Iowa bein. first. (1) Before Nov. 15 of the same year Illinois had
yielded second place to Kansas. The number of granges in Illinois
had. however; increased to 712.(2) There «as much enthusiasm; es-
pecially in the northern part of the state. At the December peeting
ol the State Grange seven hundred and fifty Masters of subordinate
graniei were present and it was estimated that there were eight
hundred gran-s in the state. The work of organization was energet-
ically push.a .urlno; the following year and the number of granges
in the state nearly doubled. Still at the close of the year Ill-
inois was- surpassed by thrpn states; Missouri; Icwa and Indiana. (S)
The number of granges In tne country had increased to twenty-one
thousand t»o hundred and eight of «hlch Illinois had fifteen hun-
dred and tW7,ty-two.(4) Meanwhile oth^r clubs and organizations'
of farmers had sprung up; but the Grange; not only because it was
a secret order and unlike any of the others; but also on account
Idem Dec. 26, 1874.
(4) TrjpiT.

1 ^
a secret order and unlike any of the others, but also on account
of the energy of the officials, and its excell nt discipline; held
its own and gained a large share of the increase. The State Grange
|
ante-dated by a few months the State Farmers ' Association^ but
there were numerous local clubs in the state before the period of
activity in the organization of sub ranges .( 1 ) It was Mr. Kelley'-
plan to make of the Grange a great national organization under
whose banners all the farmers of the entire country sho uld com-
bine for mutual advantages. He believed and preache : that the Grang|p
was the best, in. fact the only organization adapted to securin-
the
-cod of the farmer and it was his wish that all farmers' ciu^s
should reorganize -as granges. The feeling was shared oy many of his
followers and often resulted in a--res.nive action^ //hich in many
cases was resented. Thus a feelin,_, o. r..\fa.iiy and ev hostility
grew up between the granges and farmers' clubs. (2) At first the
advantage seemed to lie with the Grange. The secrecy of the order
(1) Grange, Mar. 5; 1872; State Farmers' Association Oct. 16, 167?^
(2) S.M,Smith; Secretatry of the State Farmers' Association, inhis report at the annual meeting of the association at Decatur,
Dec. 16-18, 1873, calls attention to the jealousy existing between
IX^^^ ^""-"^J^^^Zes.
He gives the number of clubs in the state as620 and the number of granges as 549. He complains that many of th.
granges were delinquent in the payment of the per capita tax of
in^n + hn?^LM®^ui"^?!'^g probablm under instructions from these In aut ority
.
He attriBuUs this action to jealousy on the part
?L . ^"^i iiT^Plies that the feeling is mutual. He then at-
lust fn ""'^i '"^r^y P^^^' ^i^o^ ^hat the Grano-e is not
it Kew^n . fhf ^he first conbention which was°he d
nea?!y^ne hffrffS\^/n^ prominent part in the deliberations
by -?lnoeL? F^^thLSLp Association were filled
to it! Rival rv o? .nrh l"^ • ^ ^^^^^^ ^^eir obligation.
fer nt ,n character. and many to. who. one organization did not appealwould become enthusiastic members of the other.
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combined with its perfect mechanism made it a marked body and the
term 'Grange' soon came to stand for the Farmers' aiovement . All
classes were eager to join. "Lawyers, doctors^ merchants^ Shylocks
and sharpers"(l) vied with one another in knowledge of agriculture
and interest in agricuiturai niaicers in order to become grangers. Tte
Grange apparently held an enviable position, but in its very prom-
inence lay causes for its downfall. On the one hand mutual jealousy
between it and other farmers' organizations gradually grew into
something like hostility, diverted its attention from its real pur-
poses and weakened its effectiveness as an organization, ^^oreover,
the public, as a rule, blamed, the Grange, for acts of violence cora~ i
mitted ty the farmers and for the foolish and dangerous legisla-
tion passed through their influencey but failed to credit +hi= order
with the good accomplished. Many of the weaker members were dismayed
by criticism and surrendered their membership. Dissatisfaction with
the policy of ^h<-^ ^'^ationsl Gmn'^e or with fhe forms in t^p subordi-
nate granges led others to /athdraw. Some wore convinced that the
Grange ha"d performed its mission and was no longer needed. Others
lost interest merely because the order had become less popular.
No doubt the improvement in business was favorable to apathy on jl
the part of the Grange.
j!
For th'^'.=;r' reasons a dpnlinr> in rnpinbership began in 1875.
r.duy. nbv/ ,_^ran,_^es were organised during that and the following year
but still more were allowed'to lapsei ^nd l?y the close of 1877
there were, only 6.46 granges in tne state, with 12;6S9 members,
an average of less than twenty each. Illinois at this time ranked
,
(1) Lawyers to get clients; doctors to cret patients; merchants to
i; ,~et customers, Shylocks to .et their pound of flesh: and sharpers
[I to catch the babes from the woods .
-Special Report 2, p. 61. ji

7nt in number of granges and 14th in number of members. (1) The
lowest point which the Grange has touched since the"days of
I
1875-74'\ was reached in 1886 when there were only 96 sub^granges
I
in the state. Since that time the number has varied between one
! and two hundred, there being in October, ' 1898 one hundred and
twenty-nine granges in forty-three counties. (2) Numeriaally the
Grange became /reaker, but relieved of its load of useless freight .
^' it has continued its existence, steadily though slowly growing
|
strongery and in the opinion of the Secretary is now "stronger in
il real effort than ever before." Meanwhile, the Grange though
failing to accomplish all which many of its enthusiastic admirers
hoped, certainly has produced some results of much importance,
especially in connection with thB railroads. si
J^hile railroads were comparatively new in this section of
of the country their importance was greatly exaggerated, and the
advantages to be derived from them by the farmers accordingly was
1, overestimated. Extravagant hopes of speedy riches led many with '
' small means as well as some who were in comfortable circumstances
; to move to the newly opened prairies of the West. Each new settle-
ment looked forward to a rapid and continuous numerical growth and
on the approach of a new road endeavored to bring it nearer. Large
bounties were offered by booming. tbwns and thriving rural communi-
ties in order to secure a road. The railroads tooK advantage of the
rivalry between dilferent towns to ma^e excessive demands. In many
cases towns gave promises which were hard to fulfil, and Issued bonci
to an extent which they could ill afford. The money was given
(1) Prairie Farmer Dec. 8, 1877.
(2) Figures of Seretary Ready.
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1
readily and it was thougha to be a good investment. But the do-
nors soon learned that the railroads were b}^ no means charitable
organizations, that the development of the country was an incident
rather than a motive in their organization. Stock-watering was
commonly practiced with its accompanying extortionate rates.
Accurate figures showing the extent to which this practice was
carried are hard to get', but there is no doubt that the amount of
watered stock issued', frequently equalled or exceeded the paid-up
capital. (1) The farmers came to the conclusion that they had been
hood-winked by the railroad companies. A feeling of resentment
was created, which might have been overcome and even destroyed
by a little consideration on the part of the roads, gut the latter
foolishly disregarded the opportunity for conciliation and blindly
pursued what they conceived to be their own interests. Each com-
pany arranged its rates with a view to securing as large a share of
the traffic as possible. This led to discriminations of two sorts.
In the first place those points fortunate enough to have two or
more cempeting roads were fa/ored with very Irw ratesj so low, indeed
as to bring a loss to the roads. In consequence they sought to re-
coup themselves by extortionate charges at intermediate points. In
this way it frequently hapoened that it cost more to ship 100 than
150 miles under similar circumstances on the same road. Smaller
towns having ljut one road were thus placed at a disadvantage.
(1) North American Review, 120r416; Larrabee', The Railroad Question*
172, 247; Cook, Corporation Problems', 24,25, 26 « ^nd Annual
Report. Inter-State Commerce Commission, 63; Hadley', lOl', 102;
Hudson, 267-295; Cowles, 62,63; Stickneyy 196-201; Poor's Manual",
1884.
(2) Jeans', 519-524; Bad ley', 100-125; Alexander', 5-23; Da^hey,
67-174; Dixon, 48-77; Hudson, 25-67.
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It became necessary for such towns to seek the favor of the roadsy
for an arbitrary use of the power of discrimination^ ) might
render a business profitable at one place and ruinous at another.
The very existence of towns was placed at the mercy of the rail-
roads. Personal discriminations were also made. There were no reg-
ular tariffs. Every customer had to make his own bargain. If he had
enough influence to secure favora'^le terms he possessed a decided
advantage over others with less weight or who had incurred the
displeasure of the roads. These discriminations bore heavily upon
a large number of people. Instead of securing advantages by the
proximity of a road they were placed at a disadvantage. Then too,
the railroad charges varied from year to year. (2) As long as the
supply of agricultural produce was limited prices remained high
and railroad charges fell. But favorable seasons and additional
producers soon increased production. Prices fell and at the same
time the roads raised their freight rates", e-<pecting to have all
the freight they could haul even at the advanced rate, since the
farmersj having more grain than could be consumed on the farm', rath
er than hold their crops Tor higher prices would continue to mar-
ket them so long as the returns were sufficient to pay the cost
of transportation. Thus iH seeking to regulate their rates so as to
charge"what the traffic would bear" they made the mistake of
charging what it would not bear. The results were unfortunate to
the companies and distressing to the larmers.. The latter thought
that they were being robbed by the railroads and watched eagerly
( 1 ) See p. 16.
(2) bulletin No. 15 U.S. Dept. of Agricultare.
{
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for an opportunity to retaliate. Under such circumstances it is not
surprising that when the bonds, issued by counties, towns, etc.,
in payment of railroad bount ies, f el 1 due", there should be serious ||
opposition to the payment and in many cases absolute repudiation.
Had the men who owned the^ railroads been western men, men who
were in sympathy with the western country, men who recognized the
community of interest between themselves and the western farmer 1
their actions would certainly have been very different. But they
were, for the most part, residents of the eastern states and England
(1) and were ignorant of the agricultural situation in the West. Thgr
cared little for the West or for the western farmer and Tailed to
recognize the principle that in order to run railroads success-
fully public opinion must not be antagonized. While the railroads
took this view of the matler it was not strange that the farmers
of the West found cause for complaint in the p-licy of management.
Aside from all this there was still another cause for com-
plaint in the insulting treatment which the patrons of the roads re-
ceived at the hands of railroad officials and employees. (2)
(1) N.Am. Review 120:398, 599, 400, 402. -C.F.Adams Jr].
(2) This discourteous attitude assumed by the officials and am.ployees
is well set forth by E.W.Martin in his "History of the Granger
Movement", pp. 98-132. The same abuse is also illustrated in an
article by C.F.Adams, Jr. appearsng in the North American Review,
vol. 120 pp. 394-424. , an extract from which is giben herewith.
"In New England the condition of affairs is bad enough; and more
than one important corporation has experienced great injury, or
finds itself leading an e<istence of perpetual warfare and turmoil,
solely through the inability of some prominent, and, flerhaps
otherwise valuable official to demean himself with consideration
towards his brother man. What in this respect is seen here in the
East is absolutely nothing compared to what prev ils in the West.
Taken as a class, the manners of the employees of the western rail-
road systems are probably the worst and most offensive to be foundin the civilized world. It Is difficult to see why the official
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And yet the railroads were not alone responsible for the hostility
which soon showed itself. That they could please their patrons in
no particular only shows that the expectations of the latter were
unreasonable. It is true, no doubtythat the railroad agents, in
should regard the traveller or the person having dealings with the
railroad as his natural enemy; but it is apparent that he does. If
it were an ordinary manifestation of the American fondness Tor as-
serting equality on all occasions it would be endurable? it com-
monly, however, parf^akes of a more aggressive and hostile character.
A tict^et is sold and the purchaser it the same time is made to feel
that a favor has been conferred upon him,- and that he is on no
account to ask any questions, -and indeed, had best speedily remove
himself out of the way. The gruffness of the ba^ age-master is, as
a rule, only exceeded by his violence to the Baggage. Indeed, it
would sometimes seem that it must ,e a prominent rule laid dotn l?y
the companies for the guidance of their servants, that they are to
show the least possible degree of respect or consideration to any
person having business with the company; and so- thoroughly is this
principle applied, that— always excepting Mr. Pullman's cars in
which an excellent discipline is maintained-- the railroads of the
West are the single institution anywhere to be found from whose
servants money will not at all times buy civility even of the com-
monest kind. I very well remember an amusing illustration of this
rule which happened to me about two years ago. One Autumn day I
found myself at the station at Omaha to take the eastward train. In
the baggage-room of the station I had, some hours before left
quite a heavy trunk for which I now presented my chec^. The sternly
silent baggage-man found ityseized it, andy without a word tumi?led
it out of the door at my feet and disappeared into the recesses of
his lair. The train I was to take was some distance down the same
platform on which I was sta: ding> perhaps a hundred yards. I could
not well carry the trunk to it, and it seemed foolish to abandon it,
especially as directy in front of me an assistant baggage-master or
porter of the company, stood leaning against the side of the station
tnd lazily observing me. There seemed but one short way out of thei-'ficulty; taking my purse out of my pocket and addressing him in
the most persuasive tones I said 'Do you think you could get a trucK
and wheel that trun^ down to the train there for me?' — at the
same time suggestively fingering the purse. For an instatt the
gentleman addressed r^id not move a muscle; then, after contemplat-
me to his satisfaction his mouth opened, he stopped chewing the
straw and simply uttered the expressive monosyllable 'No'; this
done, he resumed his mastication of the straw and the conversation
ceased. In that case it is fair to presume that the public had wor-
ried and annoyed the poor fellow by asking him all sorts of quest-
ions, and calling on him, even as I had, for all sorts of services; ta
but the ingenuity of discourtesy with which he retaliated was cer-
tainly deserving of all praise, nor can I doubt that before this
phis merit has been recognized, and he has been promoted to the
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order to induce the payment ot a larger bounty, painted in rosy}?Se
the probable benefits which the people would derive from the
buidding of the roads. (1) The people, having magnified these
suggestions into positive pomises, were irritated by their failure
to materialize in fact. They hoped for too much and complained phen
their hopes were not realized. There were abuses, however, especial^
in the way of discriminations, (2) for which the railroads were
directly responsible, abuses which bore heavily and unequally on
the people. As the threats of the farmers increased the railroad
officers grew obstinate. Finally the farmers had recourse to leg-
islation. Little however, was done before 1870.
The Illinois constitution of that year took somewhat advanced
ground in the matter of railrod legislation. Some of the provisions
referring to railroads are as follows:-
Article XI, section 1. "No corporation shall be created by
special laws or its charter extended, changed, or amended, except
those for charitable, penal, or reformatory purposes which are to be
and remain under the patronage and control of the state, but the
General Assembly shall provide, by general laws, for the organ-
ization of, all corporations hereafter to be created." Section 9
of the same article requires the directors of every railroad
corporation to make an annual report to the state, under oath.
Section 10 defines rolling stocK as personal property. Section 11
limits the power of consol idataon . Section 12 requires the Cleneral
i!
office of freight agent, or, perchance, assistant superintendent.
(1) History of the Granger Movement by E.W.iMartin pp. 52,53.
(2) For discussion of discriminations see footnote references on
page 16 afeove.
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Assembly to "pass laws establishing reasonable maximum rates of
charges for the transportation of passengers on the different rail-
roads in the state." Section 15 provides against fictitious increase
of capital stock. Section 15 reads as follows:- "The general As-
sembly shall pass laws to correct abuses and prevent unjust dis-
criminations in the rates of freight and passenger tariffs on the
different roads in this state, and enforce such laws by adequate
penalties, to the extent if necessary for that purpose of forfeit-
ure of their property and *"ranchise."
These constitutional provisions opened the way for positive
enactment. As yet there had been no organized effort to secure spe-
cific results. But such organization was not long in coming.
j
In the literature of the time we find many references to the
"Farmers ' Ring" in the Illinois legislature of 1871.(1) Strictly
speaking this was not a ring of grangers, for it ante-dated the pe-
riod of granger organization. But after all it was part and parcel
of the same movement, hastening the organization oT granges and
having much influence upon them, so that a brief notice of it will
help us to a better understanding of the Grange.
On February 7, 1871 slxty-fis^e members o' the legislature
I Jnet in the rooms o" the State Agricultural Society " for the purpose
of organizing .a farmers' and mechanics' club to look after the inv-
ests of the prohucing class, to subject all bills and measures to
a thorough and >ee discussion, and by unanimity oT action to secure
"such legislation as will relieve the necessities oi the mechanical
and agricultural interests of the state." (2) This organization
(1) e.g. Prairie Farmer Feb. 18, 1871.
(2) Idem.
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was usually spoKen of by its enemies as the "Farmers V Club" or
the "Farmers' Ring", either as a term of description or reproach.
It was this same legislature that passed the famous restrictive
laws 01 1871. Among others passed was one signed by the governor,
April 15, 1871j entitled"An act to establish a reasonable maxi-
mum rate of charges for the transportation o: passengers on the raiU
roads of this state. " (f) According to this law the railroads of
the state were dil5?idel into four classes according to their gross
earnings per mile. Maximum passenger rates were established, which
varied from two and a half cents a mile in the case of those earning
S10,000 or more per mile, to five and a half cents a mile for
those earning under S4,000.
Other laws 'for the regulation of railroads were passed at the
same session. The best known of these was intended to prevent dis-
criminations in freight rates, approved by the governor, April
7, 1871. (2) Its provisions were complex but may be summarized
under three heads. First, roads shall not charge as much or more,
for carrying goods a less distance than for a greater distance.
Secondy the roads shall not charge di'^ferent rates for handling
at the same or different points. Third, they shall not charge more
for transportation a given distance on one portion than for the
same distance on another portion o" the road.
It wis comparatively easy to secure the passage of this act.
Its enTorcement was another matter. At first the railroads paid
little or no attention to it. There was no method of enforcement
except through the courts on complaint of an individual who could
(si^Duio p^'^Isb! ^^i^ty-seventh General Assembly p. 640.
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show that he had been injured by the non-compliance of the roads.
At length in order to test the validity of the law, a suit known
as the McLean county test case was( i nst i t jted . ( 1 ) The suit was
brought by the Railway and Warehouse Commissioners in the name of
the people of the state of Illinois against the C.<S-. A, Railroad Co.
for violation of the law of 1871, regarding discriminations in
freight rates. The complaint declared that the company was charging
S5.65 per thousand on lumber from Chicago to Lexington, a distance
oifi one hundred and iien miles, while the orate -: . from Chicago to
^loomington, a distance of one hundred and twenty-six miles, was
' only S5.00 per thousand. The defendant admitted these facts and
also that its action was contrary to the law of 1871. It held,
however that the- Bloomington rate was excessively low owing to com-
petition with the Illinois Central; that no one was injured by the
discrimination except the company itself :and that such discrimi-
nation was not illegal beca.ise the Act of 1671 was contrary to both
state and national constitutions.
The case was heard in the McLean Co, circuit court by Judge
Tipton who gave a verdict against the company. The grounds of the
all citizens
decision were that the state in order to give^equal protection must
insure them against such discriminations, and that anything in the
charter of the railroad company construed contrary to the principle
of equality must in the very nature of things l?e void for railroad
companies have no rights contrary to the welfare of the people. (2)
The case was appealed to the Supreme Court, with Chief Justice
Lawrence presiding, and the decision of the lower court was reversed
(1) C.& A.R.R.Co. V. People, 67 ILL. pp. 11-27.
(2) Second Annual Report of the R R ¥ ¥ rr^r^r.* ,««K.t W. Commissioners pp. 9Q-114.
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In the words of the court,- "Before this act can be eforced it should
be so amended as to coarrespond with the requirement of the consti-
tution by directing its provisions against unjust discriminations.
It should make the charging of a greater compensation for a less
distance, merely prima facie evidence of unjust discrimination,
instead of conclusive evidence as it now is, and it should gibe to
the railway companies the right of trial ly jury, not only on the
fact of discrimination, but upon the issue whether such discrim-
ination is just or not." In other words the law of 1871, though enti-
tled an "Act to prevent unjust discriminations," was so worded as
to include all discriminations and was therefore contrary to the
constitut ion. ( 1
)
The decision of the higher court came as a surprise to the
farmers most of whom had thought that the law of 1871 had settled
once for all the question of railroad control. Their disappoint-
ment was intense and showed itself sometimes in a ludicrous man-
ner. There had already been much agitation throughout the state
for a three cent mileage rate for passenger travel. (2) The farmers
were convinced that this was a sufficient charge and that the rail-
road companies in charging more were giving just cause for complaint
The adverse decision of the court in the ene instance led many
to believe that legal opposition to the roads was ineffectual in
any case, so they began to take matters into their own hands.
The more hot-headed among them were prepared to use any means by
which their grievances might be redressed. They agreed to offer
their fare when travelling at the rate of three cents a mile and to
(1) 67 ILL. pp. 11-27. Quotation p. 26.
\tlJltl''2rV.J^^ Granger Movementy E.W.Martin; The Ground Swell,Jonathan Pe nam
. Prai rie Farmer 1871, 1872.
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refuse more. Especially when travelling in groups to and from con-
ventions they made themselves troublesome to the r:?ilroad officials
in this matter. Sometimes tney accomplished their object and some-
times they failed. Trains were often side-tracked leaving the farm-
ers unable to proceed. Sometimes the farmers resorted to violence.
A story is told (1) of a party of farmers on their way to a conven-
tion who, when the train officials refused to accept fare? at the
three cent rate, and ordered a force of employees to put them off,
drew revolvers and bowie-knives and drove the railroad men from the
train. It is not stated whether the convention to wiich these men
were going was a meeting of grangers or of some other farmers'
organization. It ma^^es little difference, howevery for the whole
farmers' movemsnt was a unit in the popular conception and can
scarcely ,e analyzed into distinct parts even by careful study.
So whatever the facts may have been, the Grange received the blame
for such acts of violence and the reputation of the order was
injured.
Meanwhile opposition to the roads was continued in the leg-
islature. A law passed May 2, 1875, (2) empowered the Railway and
Warehouse Commissioners to make a schedule of reasonable maximum
rates for the transportation o~ passengers, freight and cars. (3)
This law was finally sustained in the courts thougti bitterly op-
posed by the railroads and as amended by the Act of June 50, 1885
may be found to-day on the statute books. (4)The law also provided
, (1) The Ground Swell, Jonathan Periam.
(<;) Statutes of 1 1.1
. 1875, p. 155. Revised Statutes of 111. 1874 p.816, sees. 86-95. Report oi R,R.& W.Com. 1875 pp. 162-167.
(5) Sec. 8.
(4) Star & Curtis' Annotated 111. Statutes, Second Edition( 1896)
leotlfQA^lfr"^'^^'' ^"^^''"^ Statutes of 111. (1895) pp. 1210-1215,
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fliat any railroad which should charge, demand or receive more than
a fair and reasonable rate of toll or compensation should be deemed
guilty of extortion and punished, (1) and that "if any such railroad
corporation shall make any unjust discrimination in its rates of
I charge of toll or compensation Cor the transportation of passengers
or. freight of any description" etc it "Shall be deemed
guilty of feavln^'' violated the provisions of this act and shall be
dealt with" etc. (2) It was further provided"that all such discrim-
inating rates, charges, collections, or receipts, whether made
directly or by means of any drawback> rebate or any other shift or
evasion shall be deemed and taken against such railroad corporation
as prima facie evidenceof unjust discrimination". (3)
This law was the outgroivth of claims made by the farmers
of extortionate rates in both passenger and freight traffic. Regard-
ing passenger rates they claimed that the three cent rate had former
ly prevailed, but that in order to increase the dividends on watered
stock, the rate had been gradually raised since 1863 until in 1871
it averaged four and a fi^th cens a mile throughout the state. (^)
On the other hand the railroads claimed that in the state as a
whole the rates were lower than at any previous time. They also
claimed that further reductions would involve a loss. The facts
as gathered from a late publication (51. of the Department of Agri-
culture show that in almost every case railroad rates, both freight
and passenger, had gradually fallen from 1850 to 1870. A very
( 1 ) Section 6.
(2) Section 2.
(3) Section 3. •
(4) Prairie Farmer, Jan. 25, 1873.
(5) Bulletin No. 15 Miscellaneous Series, Division of Statistics.
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slight increase is noticeable in some of the roads from 1870 toj
1875 and a decided decrease in the years immediately following.
From this statement it may be seen that both sides were: partly
wrong; the farmer in claiming that there had been a continuous rise
and the railroad companies in asserting that the rates were lower
than ever before. One circumstance in this connection shoulil ^e
particularly noted since it apparently suljstant iates the claims
of those who were antagonizing the railroads. Througout the era of
railroad construction the rates on newly built lines, almost withou|tt
exception, were higher than on those which had been built for some
time. During the lull in railroad building from 1860 to 1666 the
rates on existing roads, then Tew in number in Illinois, continued
to fall. The construction of new roads was carried on rapidly in tl|e
ne:<t few years, and when they began operations their rates were
higher than those of the older roads. This' of course temporarily
raised the average Cor the state. And this occurred notwithstanding
the steady decrease on the older roads and ' kn ' aiffiost' immediate the
n,ew
reduction on the new. In other words, when we remember that^roads
were rapidly going into operation it seems quite probable that the
new road's, charging rates temporarily higher, more than counter-
balanced the decrease in rates on the ol er roads so that the aver-
age s^'ate probably was increasing as claimed by the farmer. Al-
though the building of new roads was in reality a benefit to the f^F-
mer yet the high rates charged on these roads, in comparison with
the rates on the old lines, created the impression that the raiU
roads were taking advantage of the situation to secure abnormal
profits and thus gave plausibility to the arguments for fixing
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rates by law.
At all events, however sound or unsound were the arguments
advanced, the farmers were able to marshal sufficient strength to
pass the law. In this case, as in the former one, the real test cam(
with the effort to enforce the law. The roads at first ignored the
law entirely. They did so publicly and eben boastingly . ( 1 ) The mat-
ter was soon brought into the courts where they were compelled
to plead their cause. They maintained the illegality of the law on
the ground that the railroads were private corporations, operating
under a charter received from the state, that it was not within the
power of the state to pass laws annulling or restricting the charte:
(2)
which, being in the nature ofi a cont ract ^between the state and the
railroad was no.t subject to alteration by either party without
the consent of the other. Consequently since their charters made
of
no ment ion ^state regulation, the railroads v.-ere not bound to submit
to interference, and therefore any discriminations which they
might make were both legal and .justifiable. They held that the^ had
the right to make the best bargain they could with each customer,
and might, if they saw jit, refuse a man's trade altogether .( 5)
The farmers, on the other hand, contended that the railroads
as"common carriers" had no right to refuse to haul a man's goods
at the price paid by others. They called attention to the immense
(1) Railway Problems, Stickney, Letter of Alexander Mitchell 6o
W.R.Taylor, Governor of Iowa, pp. 102-109.
Report of Senate CommiUee on Inter-State Commerce, serial
number 2356 p. 64.
(2) Cf. DartmouthCol lege case, Dartmout College v. Woodward 17 U.S.
pp. 518-575.
(5) Statement of P*oI. Joseph Carter, Champaign High School.
Cf. arguments in"granger cases". Also Railway Problems, Stickney,
chapters X XI
.
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DOwer over business which could be exercised by the railroads, if
allowed to dlscrlmir^ate in this way. They also denied the contention
of the railroads as to the power of the state to make chanees in
the charter of a corooration, claiminp- that +he state had virtually
created the corporation, which as the creation of the' state must
be subject to its control,(l) The fi?'rt in the courts was carried
on with a great deal of bitterness and l:=sted for several years. The
decisions of the Supreme Court rendered in 1876 upheld the arguments
of the grangersf'asserted the riq-ht of the sta + es to regulate rates
within their own boundaries and to compel the railroads to post
a- schedule pf their rates for \^-e benefit of the publ ic. (?)
(1) Cf. Railway Problems, A.B.Stickney, chapters X and XI.
(?) (i) >'unn V. Ill 94 U.S. 154, extracts from syllabus,-'
(1) "Under the powarrs inherent in every sovereignty, a o^overn-
ment may regulate the" conduct of its citizens toward each, other,
and when necessa.ry for the public good the manner in which each
shall use his own property.
"
(6) "The limitation by legislative enactment of the rate of
charges for services rendered an public employment, or for the use
of property in which the public has an interest, establishes no
new principle in the law, but only eives a new effect to an old one".
(7) "Vfhen warehouses are situated and their business is carried
on exclusively within a state she may, as a matter of domestic
concern, prescribe regulations for them notwithstanding they are
used as instruments by those engaged In an inter-'state, as well as
a state commerce; and, until Congress acts in reference to these
inter-state relations, such regulations can be enforced even though
they may operate indirectly upon commerce beyond her immediate
jurisdiction." Decision rendered in October, 1876.
(B) Chicago Burlino-ton & Ouincy Railroad Co. v. Iowa.- i^xtracts
from syllabusj-
(1) "Railroad ccmDanies are carriers for hire. Eneaeed in a
public employment affectine the Dublic interest, they are, unless
protected by their charters, subject to legislative control as to
their rates of fare and freight."
.(4) "The act of the General Assembly of the state of Iowa
entitled, 'An act to establish reasonable maximum rates of charges
for transportation for passengers on the different roads of ?fate'.
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It is iii Lere^-tiap; to note mat siiriilar legislation ^as in
N
progress in^neicr.ilDorinp states, notalDly in Wisconsin wiere tie
approved iMar. 25, 1574 is not in conflict viith section 4, Article I,
of tie constitution of Io/,a, wliici provides t'lat all laws of a prener-
al nature siaJl lave a uniform operation and' etc "nor is
it a rep^ulation of iater-state coraraerce . " decision rendered,
Octoljer, lS7c.
(C) Pecl^ V. Cnicago & nor t'lwsstern railroad Co.
"Held, t.iat tiie le^^islature lad power to prescrilje a inaximuin
of ciarges to "be inade "by said coinpany for transporting persons or
property witliin I'ne stale, or ta]^en up outside t'le state and l:roucr'it,
witMn it, or tal^en up inside and carried winout." decision rendered
October, lS7c.
Cu) C.iicacro, Milwaul^ee^ St. Paul Sail road Co. v. Ackley.
lie decision in tnis case, also driven in Cctoter, 1376, deter-
mined that a. railroad company can not recover for any amount aljove
t.ie maximum rate established "by law.
CD)Winona i 61. Peter Iiailroad Co. v. Hake. Syllalius:-
"l.ie ?Unona & St. Peter luK. Co., .ia\ing l^een incorporated as
a common carrier is "bound to carry when called upon for t.iat purpose
and to ciarcfe onl^^ a reasonable compensation therefore."
(F) siields v. O:iio, 25 U.S. 319, sylla"bus:-
"1-ie General Assembly does not, therefore, im])air the o^bligation
of a contract by p.rescribinc^ t.ie rates for tie transportation of tie
passenc':ers by t.ie new company although one of tie original cempa—
nies was prior to the adoption of that constitution organized under
a charter wiich imposed no limitations as to sucn rates."

famous Potter law created intense feelinfr on tie part ot tie railroads.
Iowa also lad similar troulDles. Illinois was prolja^bly as successful
as any of ler sister states in dealin^: witi tiis problem and ler leer-
illation in creneral less radical. (1)
lie railroad law of tie '70 's are sojnetiEes sneeringly called
"Granger legislation". It is worfi while to atieinpt to discover
v,"i3t r'^lation actually "xisted l^etween tiem and t'le Grange. Popular
opinion on tiis subject is at \ariance with tie stateirients of ^ranc^e
of 1 icials . (2) Tie firsi so-cal led"Granger laws" of Illinois were
Xjassed not later than April 15, 1S71. At tie close of this year there
lad "been "but nine su^bordina^e granges organized in this state and
tie state organization itself was not formed until tie 5th of March,
1S72. In tie li^ht of tiese facts it is difficult to see how the
railway legislation of 1571 can loe laid at the door of the grangers,
liis much, lowever, is certain: an effort was Toeing made at this time
to Ijring the railroads under legislative control and the movement was
encountering oprosition. The decision of the court, declarij^ tie law
of l'^71 unconstitutional, care as a shocV to the farmers. It repealed
their wea>ness and 'showed them that they could not ma>e headway
unless they could com^bine tiei,r forces. Ty this time the Grange had
attained some prominence^ complete organization, its discipline, and
the limitation of its raemT)ersii]. to farmers, became the center around
which tie farmers rallied against the railroads. Wiatever may ha\e
iDeen tie previous policy of tie Grange it could no longer remain neu-
tral_._Tie quesdon was of vital interest to tie farmers and its dis-
ci) Tier-ort of Senate Committee, Congressional I'.eports, Serial
numter 2356 pji. 71-74.
(S)Popular Science Montily Z<.:2Qc. Cias W. Pierson says, "In spite of
the assertions of Mr. C.F.Adams and others it can "be shown that the
Grange was not responsi"ble for tie Illinois le?^i slation . Cf . Hadley
130-136 etc.
L
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cuss. ion could not "be ]-:epl out of crran^e raeetinc^s. Trie Granc^e t.iere-
fore took t;ie lead in tie 'war upon tie railroads', and all opposed
to tie roads were ?:lad to call t'leirselves pranfers. As one man proFi-
inent in political matters of tie tirne says, "We were all prraa^ers.
I never teloncced to tie order "but I was a crrancrer just tie saTTie."(l")
We must tierefore admit, t'lat from tiis time on, tlie Grange, at
least ecually wit:i ot.ier farmers' oro-anizations was responsilDle for t.ie
opposition to Lie railroads. Ui.ierwise ac must find some cause for
its tremendous crrowt;i and activity at t:iis time, distinct from taose
Aiiici led to tie correspondincr c-rowti in otier farmes' orc:ani zations
.
I.ie evidence seems convincing: t'lat tie w.iole stru?-rle apainst tie
railroads and ot.ier corporations w.'iich took place in t.le years from
1572-77 may properly lie included under tie :iead of tie rranper
movement. Tiis was certainly t^e opinion of tie majority of tie
frranc^ers t'lemselves.
T^e railroad laws of tie western states in tie early 70
' s were
crude, as laws are likely to Tdc wien dealinp- with new subjects.
In some cases tiey were declared unconstitutional as was this first
law in Illinois. I ley caused much larsi criticism (2) in tie East,
i^lany articles were /.ritten denouncing t.ie laws as virtual confisca-
tion, and asserting that tiey /.ere contrary to tie "best interests of
tie states which passed tiera. It was proved to tie satisfaction of Th'=
writers tiai suci states as Illinois and Wisconsin nad seriously
impaired t.ieir credit, that i.iey were retarding their own development
^'1^ "^^at tie demands of the farmers were most unreasona"ble . It was
(1) H?^
.
Jos. L. Carter, Supt. of Champaign Figi Sciools.
(2) Popular i-cience Monthly 52: 2C6, Nation 16:351 ; 17: 140: ]7:?cc;
|1?:,3G; 19:fl2?; etc.

declared t.iat as a result of fiese laws railroad "building m tie West
'lad received a c'lec]' frora w^iic^i it would not recover, liere was a
c^rain of truth in tiese statements. Soyne of Vie legislation was ill-
considered and in so far as it was unconsti luiional the crranper move-
ment was somewhat discredited, 'lie credit of tae states was impaired
some/Mat, (1) lout less on account of tie la^s t.ier;sel^es t.ian lie-
cause of overdrawn comments upon tiem. Railroad ouilding was ciecl^ed
temporarily in some sections IduX this was not altoc^et.ier undesirable.
iMoreover iie length of time dui ing whici some of these so-cal.led
"Granger la;,s" lave remained in iorce carries witi it a decided vin-
dication of tie policy.
T.ie Railway and Warehouse Com.mission has already l^een mentioned
connection with the Grange in this state, "but deserves separate
treatment on account of its iT^portance. It was created by the act of
May 13, 1S71, with power to inquire into the management of roads,
to sutpoena witnesses for that purpose, to prosecute parties for
tie violation of laws, Tjut with little or no discretionary powers
in t.ie regulation of roads. (2) lie reports of tie commissioners for
1571 and 1372 indicate tiai tney met with many difficulties and were
able 10 exert but little influence upon the roads. Tie act of May 2,
1573, C3) extended and enlarged tieir powers. Section 7 ' ncr eased
their i.oweri In the prosecution of violations of tie .law. Section 5
empo.vered tiem to lix a sciedule of reasonable maximum rates for tie
transportation of passengers, Ireight and cars, liese rates were
to be accepted in tie courts as prima facie evidence in all cases of
alleged unjust discrimination. That the farmers t:ien considered this
commission able to enforce their demands is evident from the oppo-
7l' Nation 20:33; ':^orth American Review 120:3?4, _C. r . Adams Jr.
(2) Public Fjaws of Illinois 1371-1S72 pri. cl?-e2c«.
(3) Report of R.R.& W. Commission 1573 nr^. c2-c5.
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sition arour:ed TDy Gov. Eeveridfe in 1S73, xieu 'le proposed as 11161111:6??
of tie 30F'ir.isrion, TT^en w'lo were not considered representative of t'le
interests of tie farmers. Pul^lic sentiment was so stroncr ag^ainst
tliese men tiat tie appointments /.ere finally witlidrawn wifiout action
"by t.ie Senate. Ine jiovernor tien ar^^ointed tiree men more satisfactory
to tie farmers
T.ie oranp:e and lie railroads repeatedly came in conflict and "be-
came iacreasin^ly .lostile and suspicious of eaci otier. liere is lit-
tle question t!iat many' of tie demands of tie Illinois crranc:ers were
decidedly unreasona^ble and seme of tlieir metiods forcilile and ille-
gal. T.ie unreasonaTjleness of some of tlie demands furnisied an e'/cuse
for opposition to many wniai were reasonalDle. In t'le main, lowever,
tie crranf^er principles were sound and tie results of t:ie movement
"beneficial; for it 'las convinced tie railroad corporations t^at
railroads to "be successful, must "be orjerated in accordance with t!ie
demands of tieir patrons, and it is only a cu'^stion of time when
fla^^rant alsuses affecting a lar^e numlDer of the people must l^e rem-
edied .
'] le orifanal desi'^n oi tie ^^ational "ran[^e did not involve
legislative acti\iiy. But as we nave already seen some of the al^uses
'A.iici called tie or^^anization into existence could "be reformed only
throur'.i le^^i slation . (1) Tie precedent estal)lished in -tie case of tne
railroads was soon extended, and "before Ion? we find criticisms of
tne Gran;^e lor depending on le?^islation as a remedy for all evils.
As a matter of fact its influence secured the passage of compara-
tively few enactments. But prancrer conventions discussed many plans
of reform and, directly or indirectly, aided In the passar^-e. of many
raeasures_in the lec^islature
. If we ^ive the Gran^^e credit for
(I) The Prairie ?armer of Fe"b. ^, 1^7" urcrpd activity in lefrislative
matterr in the following words.,
-"lie legislature is now in session,
now is the time for the c^ranrers oT the state to discusi needed leo;is-
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legislation since passed in accordance with their policy tlie story
might prove nsucn longer. However, for the present, at any rate, we
must confine ourselves to measures passed or reforms agitated as a
direct result of granger influence.
One. of the first moves of the grangers in this direction was for
the reduction of the salaries of pu"blic officials.- This matter was
discussed with warmth in meetings of both state and national granges,
not only in Illinois, "but also in Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana and ot.ier
states. This discussion occurred for the most part immediately after
the panic of 1S73. The term "salary graK' was frequently used and
there seemed to lae practical unanimity of opinion among grangers
that the salaries of officials were too high and that the offices,
having, "become o'bjects of political greed were not filled, "by repre-
sentative men which to them meant farmers. The grangers further
declared that since all commodities had decreased in value, it was mar^
ifestl unfair that officers of tne government should not also sus-
tain a reduction, and that an increase in their salaries would "be
ro"bl3ery of the people. T.ie stand of the grangers seems to have had
some effect at least in neutralizing the movement for higher salaries
especially in the case of judges of the Supreme Court of the state.
Other measures were proposed "b^^ the farmers such as laws pro-
hiMting stock from running at larger a tax on dogs to indemnify
sheep owners for losses due to dogS: the planting and preservation of
forest trees: the a"bolition of gamljling and horse-racing at county
fairsj and guarding against importation of contagious diseases
among stock. Tne discussion of other questions such as Prohi"bition and
Woman Suffrage "brought a'bout numerous resolutions "but t.iese matters
recei ved_"but little serious attention.
lation and to put themselves in communication with one or more mem-
"bers of the legislature"so as to know wnat is being done and to ex-
ercise an influence on legislation.
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TJie Question was freouently raised among grangers, w.ietaer or
not a meiiiber of the Grange should seek office. Tne general opinion
seemed to be that ne should seek representation for the farmer and
if offered a nomination should not refuse it. CD However, there
were numerous instances wnere grange officials refused a party nom-
ination. iDecause of their position in the Grange. On the other hand,
many must have "been quite willing to accept, otherwise we would not
have had a grange legislature in Wisconsin in 1375, nor 36 grangers
.in the California legislature of 1S7S. (2) From this we may conclude
that although some of the leaders were very careful to keep out of
politics either iDecause the Grange was theoretically outside of the
sphere of political activity or "because the positions which they
already_neld were more influential than the political offices within
(1) The Prairie Farmer of Jan. 23, 1S75 contains a notewortny argu-
ment on this subject. A portion of it is as follows:
-
"And yet farmers ought to fill important offices. Probably we
shall have no reforms in politics until a majority of farmers shall
, be sent to the legislature and to congress. But as t.iose now on the
stage of action are unfit, however ravenous they may, be, those wao
shall be fit must be prepared, and the only material lies in tcie young
men now entering life. Ihe question arises, how shall they be pre-
pared .
Take any young man well, brought up, and containing within him-
self good hereditary qualities, who ismarried and somewhat in debt
for land teams and implements, and who Is ambitious; it will be a
good plan for him to think of going to \he legislature , and being now
from 22 to 26, he may reasonably, expect to attain this oblect by
the time he is forty or fifty, not b?fore; or) the condition that he
takes the proper course and pursues it steadily. Many things must con-
cur and tnere are more things in life than most young men iroaeine."
The article continuing, gives more specific directions in effect
as follows;- Be honest, temperate and keep good health. Cultivate
i
love for your wife. Read, learn to observe, practice handwriting. The
farm should no exceed forty acres. IVork no more than eight hours
a day. Spend from xhree to six nours a day in reading or study. Iravel
as mucn as possible, etc.
(2) Prairie Farmer, Mar. 22, 1S73 prints resolutions adopted by the
executive committee of tne Illinois State Grange after the decision
in tne McLean Co. caser "Hesolved, that the questionof railway
tarifis now agitating this and other states involves issues of the
gravest cnaracter and should be settled on principles of soundest law
^nQ„.s trie test justice to all parties concerned.
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tiieii" reac.i, yet' many: laemlDers of tne order certainly had no sucii
scruples and'.. pro^ba^bly countea on t.ie nelp ot tneir fellow grangers
to raise tnem into office. Many o;rangers or grange representatives
occupied seats in tlie various state legislatures, "because of granger
support. Politicians wiio were not meiDters of the order and wao were
unable to join solicited the friendship of the Grange ty supporting
their principles in words and often in deeds. The Grange also came
into politics sonietiiEes through the eforts of politicians to manip-
ulate granger conventions. The case of Judge Tjawrence is in point.
Acting in the capacity of (liief Justice of the State Supreire Court,
he pronounced the decision of the court in the McLean Co. test case
declaring the railroad law of 1971 unconstitutional. His terra soon
expired and as he was supported "by nearly the whole "bar of the state
.ae was renominated, "by his party almost without opposition. Tne execu-^
tive committee of tnt Siate Grange had previously pu"blicly and ex-
plicitly acknowledged the justice of the decision, (1) "but politi-
cians were s.irewd eaough to see t.iat the that the farmers were not
entirely satisfied and that a little iudicious sc.ieraing might stir up
a "blaze of opposition. Under t.ieir leadership or influence grangers'
and farmers' conventions met and indorsed tne nomination of the ri-
val candidate who was less wisely known, and who, though under no
pledge, was generally understood to "be a friend of the farmers nora-
mated for a definite purpose^i r^awrence was defeated at the polls
^I^lt^^^l^l^ °f "^^^ organized farmers. This and other cases were
Eesolved, that the recent decision of the Supreme Courf of
the State in the railway case from McLean Co., so-called, seems dic-
tated, patriotism and wisdom and so far as we understand its reasohl-
mgs and suggestions they are accepted with satisfaction and approval'.
Resolved, tnai the present General Assembly are respectfully
ra<4uested and urged to enact a law under whicn reasona"ble tariffs,
"both freight and passenger, shall be establis.ied and by which unjust
discriminations in the same shall be prevented."
(1) See above note.
C2) Prairie Farmer, May 31, 1S7S gives an account of a convention
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plainly attempts to contrel tne decision of the courts and were
quickly inxerpreted "by outsiders as methods of lawlessness and. anarc;i3
Irie granger movement was discredited, tne Grange was weakened since
it was unable to justify itself in t.ie eyes of tnose who condemned it$
il
action. Here again the Grange suffered on account of its fame. Eecaus^
of its prominence it "bore the "brunt of the criticism though receiving
only a snare of tne praise from t.iose in sympathy with its methods.
As we look at the matter now in the light of more dispassionate
criticism we are "bound to admit the right of the farmer to refuse to
vote for Judge Lawrence. But when we reflect that his defeat was
due to a judicial decision whose soundness was admitted "by the
grangers themselves we can scarcely avoid misgivings either as to
the patriotism or good sense of the people responsi"ble for his defeat.
But we must not judge the farmers' organizations too harshly for
the memljers had "been keenly disappointed at the failure of tne law
to which tney had looked for relief from the impositions of tne
railroad companies.
In the earl: days of tne Grange, 1372 i 157Z
,
partisan news-
papers made strenuous efforts to induce it to make an expression of
opinion on tne triff question. In this tney were only partly suc-
cessful. Clearly every time resolutions were introduced "bearing upon
the subject, means were found for disposing of them without provoking
discussion. Not so in a convention held in tloomington and controlled
,
"by politicians. A resolution was introduced calling for the immediate
repeal of the protective duties on iron, steel and all other raate-
' rials which enter into the construction of railroad cars, steamships,
I
etc. A neated discussion arose, at the close of which the resolu-
'jtion was passed, Ijy a narrow margin. Tnat night most of the delegates
".leld at Yates City at tne call ol the Yates City Graoge'lor tne pur-
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went norae and an effort was made the next day to reconsider the
question. T;ie attempt, however, failed. It was readily seen "by
tile grangers that such matters must "be let severely alone for much
feeling was caused "by this action. Consequently we near of no more
tariff discussions in grange conventions.
la tne matter of currency reform tnere were fewer dif ferences of
opinion than on the tariff. For altnough there were, no doulit, as many
different schemes of revision as there were mieds capable of evolving'
a scheme, t.ie details of t.iese plans were little discussed and the
grangers usually contented themselves with a general demand for
currency revision. (1) A clipping from an Iowa paper may "be taken
as fairly representing granger declarations on this suljject. It is
as follows; -"The C^range is the germ seed of the great national move-
ment now in vigorous progress to secure a national S3'Stem of currency
that shall "be just to all classes of citizens, without favoring "by
special law tnose who choose to invest in "banks of issue." (2)
Many otner puTjlic matters came up for discussion and tnere were
few important questions of tne time, upon which the Grange failed to
make some expression. For example tne popular election United states
Senator was often discussed in grange conventions and some efforts
were made to secure a more ecuitalile assessment of taxes. It is
none the less true as snown l^.y the resolutions of the Potomac
Grange passed in 1S73, (3) tnat tnere was a feeling somewhat wide-
sgread i_that_aside from me principle involved, it was a "bad policy
pose of ratifying the nomination of Hon. A.M.Craig for Chief Jusiice
of the state Supreme Court. Resolutions were passed pledging tne mem-
bers of the convention "individually and collectively to use all honor
a"ble means to secure the election of the Hon. A.M.Craig" etc
(1) The Prairie Farmer of FelD. 21,-1579 announced that the Illinois ,
State Grange had indorsed the measures then Ijefore conc^ress to remon-
etize silver.
(2) Copied in ihe Prairie Farmer of Oct. 19, 1575.
C3) Prairie Farmer, Sept. 5, 137S.
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for the Grange to express itself on political matters, (1) inasmucH
las professional politicians were usually successful in framing such
declarations to suit their own purposes. On the other hand there was
at the same time a feeling that the agitation agairrt political
action
Ijy the Grange, was in fact a scare-crow, raised ty the enemies
of the
order so as to exclude it from polities' an so narrow its field of
influence. ^2) In order to ireet Ijoin of tnese objections a plan of
secret Fallot, similar in many respects to the present system of
primary elections, wa§ adopted in some portions of the state
w.iere^y
trie general sentiment might discovered without the inteiference
of politicians and tne memters of the Grange enaUed to unite on
some
candidate and so make t.ieir \otes effective. (3) ihe results of this
expedient were not satisfactory and the plan was therefore atondoned .
Aside from its war on the railroads and its activity along po-
litical lines the Grange found other fields of la"bor of which less
is generally known. Of these less putlic activities perhaps none
l3^§>§2295E^^'^®^ more lasting good than, the "attempt to deal directly
(1) In t.ie Prairie Farmer, Jan. 23, 1575 under t.ie heading: -"Is
it drifting into poli ticsi" Aloazo Golder, Grand Master of tne Illi-
nois State .Grange, says in effect,- it is a. conceded fact that tne
State Farmers' Association of Illinois was organised primarily for
political purposes. In this line no doubt ii will do good. Eut tne
Grange must let politics alone. Politicians and tne association
would gladly drag the Grange into politics "but its fundamental prin-
ciple is non-political, non-partisan. Some subordinate granges in the
state na\e been led away from t.ieir true purpose and have taken sides
on political questions. Sucn grangers must beware in r,he future or
they will be deprived of their charier. When the Grange becomes truly
and avowedly a secret political organi.:ation its deat.i knell is
sounded.
(2) Thomas M. Kicnards in an address to the State Farmers' Associatioil
in 1375 said, the scarecrow'Feware how you meddle with politics" etc.
is the cry of political schemers who fear the political influence
of the Grange.
(3) Prairie Farmer, Sept. 20, 1S73.
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with the Tiianufacturers without the aid of roidd leiren. In spea]<incy of
the causes which worked toward making the Granc^e powerful as an organ-
I
i nation we have already mentioned, Isriefly the inconveniences which
the farmer suffered at tae nands of tne local dealers. In tne minds
of tne founders of the order proljably no item in the farmers' "bundle
of grievances received more attention or was considered of more
real importance to tae farmer than the disadvantages under which .le
was lalDoring in order to "buy nis necessary supplies. The middleman,
however, shrewdly avoided antagonizing the farmer openly, and so
allowed the railroads to "bring upon themselves his first attacV,
Unlike the roads, they saw that their hold upon the farmer depended
on their keeping him in a good humor. Competition compelled them to
"be conciliatory and they dared not "be so over"bearing in their manners
as were tne railroad officials. For this reason they were successful
in keepin^ tne goodwill of tneir customers. iY.oreover tneir existence
in limited num"bers was necessary or at least helpful in developing
the resources of tne new country. Many of the immigrants were not
supplied with the implements necessary for carrying on their work
and what was worse tney lacked tne necessaries of life and would have
"been unatle to support themselves until their crops were har\ested l3ut
i
for the services of the middlemen who furnished them with goods on
credit. Ine middleman was careful to emphasize these factr in order
to impress upon the farmer a sense of oT^ligation for the leniency
shown. Ihe farmer, after receiving tnese favors felt himself Ijound
to trade with the man who had helped nim. Ihis was especially true
if his crops were noi sufficient to pay nis debt, for wnetner or
not his farm nad teen mortgaged as security, his Ireedom of action
was none tne less limited.
A system of credit was thus built up, similar in its main
features to tne system still in operation in the cotton-growing
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states. CD Ihe cniel difference, pernaps, lies in tiie fact that tne
northern farmer was iDOre enterprising and could not endure the slavery
of debt. He made use of all such means as tne arranger mo^eiHent to
rid himself of such ol)l igations . It is nevertheless true that ihe
disadvantages under whicn many of tnese early settlers were laboring
made the struggle for existence a severe strain. Having once put them
selves into the power of the middlemen it was no easy task to escape.
And unless the farmer adopted t^ie motto, "Pay as you go" he was
sure to iDecome subject to the control of the merchant. Even then the
prices that he had to pay were exorbitant for there was little
competition in prices among the merchants, and it was impossible
for tne farmer to deal directly witn the manufacturer.
Ihe leaders of tne grange movement saw tnese difficulties and
began to provide' against them as far as possible, from the first the
principle of cas.i payments was enunciated. Ihis of itself marked
a distinct step in advance for the farm.er. They also tried the plan
of concentrating t.ieir orders for the purpose of getting more favor-
able terms, lhat the agitation of cooperation in buying is as old as
the State Grange may be seen from the fact that at its organization
in 1S72 the question of special rates on agricultural implements was
^^^^"^^"^^^ lencrth. (2^ Individual granges in
iarious_parts_of_the state had already made attempts in this direction
(1) M.E.Hammond, The Cotton Industry in the United States ch.V.
(2) A communication from a granger appearing in tne Prairie Farmer in
May 1S72 furnishes additional evidence on tne same point. He says
tnat altnougn le entered ihe Grange with little confidence in its
plans nis distrust had been overcome by the success of tne Granc^e in
obtaining advantageous rates for its members on agricultural implement^
:tnough working under discouraging circumstances. He states tnat aU
thougn tne granges in Lee and Whiteside counties are for tne most
part less than a year old yet, much nad already been saved to the
members by purcnasing implements for cash direct from the manu^actu-
^<:^rs. (Signed C.C.B.)
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In most cases they attained a measure of success "but owing to the
influence of tae iriddleraen with the reanufacturers
,
many obstacles
were placed in the way and the results were not all that could l^e
j
desired. When county granges were organized these matters passed into;
Lheir hands and were usually carried on with more success than "bj^
the individual grange. County agents were chosen who gave "bond for
proper performance of duty, received a fixed salary, and gave their
time to the work. The National Grange, independently of these more
j
local movements had succeeded in obtaining important concessions oti
dition tnat the grange orders should "be concentrated. But the national
organisation was unalDle to carry out its part of the contract "because
it lacked the power to control t.ie order of a single grange. Ihe I
principle of direct dealings without the aid of middlemen had, how-
ever, l3een esta"blished and when the state granges undertook the
matter in a business like way t.iey found little difficulty in get-
ting important reductions. Illinois had a state purchasing agent
as early as 1S75.
The raetnod followed in making purchases through the state agent
was well adapted to secure su"bstantial advantag'^s. In the first
place, the state agent was reauired to give a "bond large enough to
cover an^s^ funds vihch he was likely to hold at one time. The exec-
utive committee had tne power of raising this Lond as they deemed
necessary. In this way the mem"bers of tne Grange were secured against'
loss. Ine lousiness with the dealers was transacted "by the state
agent. Ine orders were sent to him as early in the year as possi"ble
ty the county or district agents, whose business it was to secure I
them from tne secretary or agent of the sutgrange. As it was a
cardinal principle with tne Grange that payment ohould made in
cash, stress was always laid on this feature and a discount of
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ten per cent allowed wnen casn was sent with tlie order. Receipts
were given for this money "by eacn individual who handled it. I he corapai
ny who received the order sent a receipt to tne state agent "but ship-
ped tne goods directly to ihe individual. Special rates were oljtained
on carload lots. Large reductions were secured "by this system
and ample proof afforded that the roidd leinen were either malting unusual
profits or were conducting their "business in a reckless or extrav-
agant manner. In either case the farirer had suffered unnecessarily.
Reapers for which the middleman charged 1275. were secured "by the
grangers for 1175. Ihreshers were reduced from f3CC to $200, wagons
from $150 to $90, sewing macnines from $7c and $100 to $iO and $50,
and otner articles in like proportion. (I) Ihus for a few years, the
mem"bers of the ^Tange pro"bal:ly received at least 33 1 /3 % on such
purchases. (2) Ine middlemen, like the railroads, Aere unwilling to
share tneir proiits and tried to protect themselves. As Ion-, as
they could prevent the wnolesale firms from dealing with the grangers
their task was comparatively easy, iDUt when tnis failed they felt
o'bliged to exterminate their new competitors. Accordingly they
iDrought down prices to a point so low that many outside of the
Grange were ena"bled to tuy of their local dealers at a rate lower than
txhat secured ty the grangers, l.iey hoped to weaken and perhaps
destroy the Grange that tney might again raise prices. Sometimes tne
middlemen sold at a loss and unless they could find means of making
good their losses were soon forced out of the "business.
In so far as retail dealers were forced out of "business "by
freer competition, the result sustained the arguments of the grangers
to_tne_ef fee t_ that tne middleman was a dead weight upon society,
(1) Special Report ^, Miscellaneous Series, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
(2) Idem. (Estimated at from 25? to 50%, Country Gentleman Mar. 2,1875
et'timated at Irom 50^ to 75.?, see vol. for 1S75 where the estimate is
placed at from 35? to #0?.
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adding notung to t.^e value of the goods and acting as leeches upon
I
the rurse of the producer. But as a matter of fact the decrease in ,
the nuKlier of midd leiQen was "by no means commensurate with the com^ ;
plaints filed against them, l.ie charges should l)e examined criticallly.
I
Such statements as those of C.E. Earney at the State Farmers' Asso-
' ciation in 1575 need to "be tal?en with a ^rain of salt. He said \ i
that in 1S7Z it cost the worl^ers in Illinois, to support the profes-
'
I
sional midJdlemen and loafers. I^ow it is possible that the credit |'
system may have "been so hazardous to the dealer that this amount was
only a fair remuneration for the work undertaken "by the middleman.
Or it may be t.iat his estimate is exaggerated. On the otner hand <
tnere can "be no dou"bt that the granger mo\ement was the means of
securing a large reduction of prices "besides producing mooe healthful
.
lousiness conditions. More important than these results however was
its effect as tne entering wedge, wherety the power of the credit
j
system was iTOken and the farmer enal^led to free nimself from its
toils.
The venture, so successful in one line was soon extended to
others. It seemed to the farmer that if agricultural implements
could "be iDOught cheaper "by ordering direct from the manufacturer,
groceries, dry goods, and in fact all of his supplies could "be o"btain-
ed from tne wdiolesale dealer with equal advantage. Enterprising
,
business men Aere ouick to take advantage of t.iis belief and adver-
tised their firms extensively as grange sup[.;ly houses. At this time
||Montgomery Ward's present department store was started as a supply
store for grangers, and in its early days its patrons were chiefly
mera'bers of tne order. During t.ie first years that the new plan of
purchase was in operation the amount saved "by grangers on commod-
ities of all kinds may "be fairly estimated at no less than 20^
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of t!ie cost of t.ieir purciaser. at previous prices. (1) As competition
reduced prices to a more stalile scale, the average sa\inc^s throuc^h tlie
concentration of orders and direct dealings wit^i tiie wliolesale houses
was proljaljly not atove 10^ on the retail price, though there are
man5? individual instances after 1^75 where gran<^ers claim to lave
saved 2C7c and even 30? in this way.
As t.ip system "became more firTrly estalrlished "both its advan-
tages and disadvantages l^ecarae more evident. A saving was still
effected on some goods. iDUt on others which could not "be ordered in
large guautities there was no gain. The need of a central depot of
samples and repairs and later i.ie need of a local store was feit. We
hear of many such stores dn 1S75. At Woodstock, Mcnenry Co. a grange
warehouse for agricultural implements was estalillsaed . (2) In laze
well county a grange store is reported as doing a "business of from
$1,50C to ?2,CC0 a month. (3) I;ockford had a sample grange store for
Winnetago county. (4) Ihe Shelty county grange estaT^lished a coopera-
tive store with a capital of ?5,0CC divided into shares of ?10 each,
(5) and the Stephenson county grange incorporated and estalDlished
a grange store. (5) The Peoria county Cooperative Association was
formed with a capital stock of ?5,C0C and with 20C stock-holders . (7)
Regarding the store tnus established , an enthusiastic supporter writes
to the effect tnat after teing in operation four weeks it had proved
an unparal lelied buccess, and that a plan to increase tae capital
§l29]i_i9„^i?j^^^ ^'^2 under consideration. He further stated that the
CDCf. saving on agricultural implements. The Prairie Farmer of ^far.4,
1576 . states that t:ie patrons' department store at l^ixon had saved
at least oC? to tnose interested duritig the -rast year.
(2) Prairie Farmer, Mar. 13, 1575.
C3) Idem, July 15, lS7c
(4) Idem, Jan. 23, 1375.
(5) Idem, Mar. 20, 1575.
(g) Idem, June 2c, 1573; Mar. 20, 1575.
(7) Idem, Dec. 12, 1574.
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sales had amounted to as lEuch as J375 in one day. (1)
Tiiere were various plans for tlie management of tiese stores, "but
the one most successful and pro'ba'bly most common was similar to that
know in England as tne Rochdale s^^stem. The Grange was of course incoii
porated under the laws of the state, and the necessary officers elect-|
ed; the amount of the capital stoci', usually ?5,0CC was fi:<ed aud
shares were issued. The usual value of these shares seems to have
iDeen IIC. At first the general mana^rer was usually a mem^ber of the
Grange "but later on outsiders were sometimes hired to take charge.
But in spite of tne fact that their organization was comple e,
grange stores were not general iy successful in Illinois, aithougn
some prospered for a time and a numter are said to. "be in operation
yet. More often, ao^ever, they aave discontinued liusiaess entirely
and for the most part now exist only in the memory of those living in
tne '70 's.
Although the Gran?^e was far more successful in cooperative
l}uying than cooperatii^e selling, any discussion of the prranger move-
ment which fails to give some attention to the latter phase would
certainly "be incomplete. Attempts were made to get special rates and
to do away with the middlemen's r^rofit. A granger firm of commission
men was esta"blished at the Chicago stocV yards "but soon failed. (1)
In CalifQrnia a gigantic scheme of wheat exportation failed l^ecause
of i)Oor managem:ent and oposition from dealers. (1) In Iowa, esioecially
and to some extent in otner states a^i atLerapt was made to get control
of tne grai;i elevators. In that state two- thirds ol the grain ele
vators were said to be in grange hands in 1574.(2) In some parts of
Illinois tie plan of hiring a general shijper was tried. (3)
(1) Prairie Farmer, I^ec . 12, 1574.
(2) Popular ocience Monthly 32:371.
(3) Country Gentleman, 1572, p. 5C4 speaks of a general shiTper in
Illiiiois wio received a remuneration of one-half ceH4 a bushel on
grain handled
.
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Inere were numerous cases in t.iis state where resolutions were
passed "by county and sul^ordinate crrancres recoicniendinc^ tliat crrangers
nold tiieir ho^s for a certain length of tirae or for a certain price.
At its meeting in January, 1?75, the State Grange recoimnended to its
memters that they nold t.ieir hogs for thirty days unless previously
offered io. or 5 4.25 for live hogs. Whether they gained their point
in this particular case or not is a matter of little importance. What-
ever success they may have had in individual cases the fact remains
that they could not expect to fiy prices contrary to the law of sup-nl^
and demand. Unatle to control the demand and failing to limit the
supply permanently, tneir efforts soon ceased, though not Ijefore
charges of disno.idsty were made against grange agents who nandled
tne funds.
Ihe cooperative measures of the Grange, however, were not con-
fined to t.ie "buying and selling of goods. Ihey also attempted to aTpl;^
the principle to insurance, laere was just cause for dissatisfaction
in tnese early days with tie prevailing methods of insurance. Frauds
were "by no means unusual, and much difficulty was experienced "by
policy-holders in maVing collections in case of loss. An intimation
of the feeling may "be found In the statement in the Prairie Farmer
that the Grange "has m^ade necessary lif'^ insurance associations on
some plan that will keep the olficers out of the penitentiary and
the patrons out of tne poor-house". Mutual companies lor both property
and life insura ice were organized in various localities. Property
insurance was mucn the more common. Ihe majority of the companies
were estalilished on the township plan though many preferred a more
extensive organization even at the start and as time passed the
larger companies grew in fa\or and were not always confined even
within towns lip lines, la 1575 l^lanks were rrovided l^y the State
Grange to facilitate the organization of mutual fire insurance com-
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panies and in lS7c the urange resolved to push the idea of the
Patrons' Aid Society or life insurance for the Grange so that
insurance may "be had at actual cost. (I) In Macon county"a travelling
bummer'^ had sujceed d in swindling some credulous ones through the
organization of ""boards of life insurance." Then, too, the farirers
lacked experience and hence jnany companies were poorly managed. Eut
in spite of all riif f icul ties the plan was particularly successful even
at the time, and in later years has "been more fully developed.
Wrien the Grange was first organized, three lines of activity
were empnasized,- social, educati.onal and "business. Education was
tne slogan. Lie evils to which the farmer was subjected were attrit)-
uted to ignorance. It was asserted tnat tie railroads would not
impose upon the farmer if he had a "better knowledge of "business methods
Neither would the middleman ana the politician "be aljle to take advan-
tage of him so easily if ne were letter informed. The farmer's isola-
tion kept him from enjoying the "benefits of i^ocial intercourse, and
the social side of nis nature needed development in order to give
him confidence in dealing with others, lo assist in "bringing al^out
these results a program was to le given in evtry sul^ordinate grange
meeting— recitations, so.igs, and discussions of various tjjpics of
interest co tne larmer. Without some opportunity of coming together
such as was afforded t)y tne Grange the farmer would not realize the
meaning of current events. His daily round of Toil discouraged ratheif
than stimulated effort to keep well informed, and unless. there was
something to spur him on he would not make the necessary effort.
He had teen led to believe that education and farming like oil and
water will not mix, that it was impossitU^ for him to use the edu-
9§Ii2i^§i..^d vantages within reach of otners. It was within the spnere
(1) Prairie r armer
,
July 15, 1576.
(2) Idem, i/.ar 1, 1873.
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of the Grange to teach the farmer that all kinds of education are
open to him, tnat it is worth his while to malre the effort necessary
to acquire information and to learn how to use it. Por this purpose tap
l^ational (^ranp^e instituted its system of crop reports, pulilished and
sent out hundreds of tnousands of tracts among the farmers and urgec
the need of keeping up with the times. For the same purpose the
State Grange sent out deputies and lecturers who were expected
to disseminate information on agricultural topics. The sulDordinate
grange paid the tills and its memters were supposed to reap the
benefits. Ihe effect of these efforts was noticeable. In some cases,
perhaps extreme, thougn mentioned quite freauently in the lixerature
of the time tnis campaign of education comTjined with a freer social
intercourse, devt;loped among grangers a higher respect for one
another's opinions and a more careful attention to their own personal
appearance toth in dress and in action. One pastor wrote of the re-
,
markalDle change in the walk and conversation of his flock and attrilD-
I
uted it to the organization of a grange among them. Frequently there
\
was an increased deniand for books and often times grange libraries
were established. A arrange was organized in one community where previ-
ously but one newspaper had been taken and as a result the number of
subscriptions soon increased to thirty. (1) Thus there is abunda.it
evidence to show that the Grange increa'-ed the desire for knowledge
and aided in its dissemination. But not only did the farmers redd
more. Iney also did more writing for the pa].ers, either to ask ouest^
ions of tneir own or to reply to the questions of others. In this
way uie movement for farmers' institutes was greatly advanced,
perhaps originated. Ihe ambition to write for papers was still further
stimulated by some of tae agricultural papers which offered prizes for
tne best essays writfen by school-children under a certain age on
some^specif ied subject usually related to '^h^ Grange.
(I) Special F.eport 2, p. 50.
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For a few years, while the war upon the railroads and iniddleiiien
was at its height, the educational developirent of the order was ar-
rested, or, at least, overshadowed. But as the Orange grew older and
the so-called "exi^losion of wrath" had spent its force the attention o
the raemters "becaice confined more and j^ore to the social and educa-
tional features set fortn in its constitution. As already pointed out
itz tusiiiess activity has continued to the present tut it occupies
j
a muck smaller snare of Lie attention tnan formerly. It should not
I
"be understood, however, that the Grange has entirely ceased to exert
j
political influence in tne Inroad sense of the terra, "but so far as
I
j
aggressive action along partisan lines is concerned it may fairly
! iDe said to lie out of politics.
In the early 70's the Grange, like other agricultural societies
I
took jDUca interest in countji fairs. AlDOut the same time picnics
came into much favor. They were planned with much enthusiasm and
ii
i carried out with as much energy' as other crranc^er undertakings "but in
j!
only two years, 1S72 and 1B73 did 'hey assume much importance.
!
Like other projects of the Grange, they failed to satisfy its meml^ers
'i many of whom were feverishly seeking impossiljle results and heace
iftfcre destined to disaupointment.
However, such agencies as picnics and county fairs fostered
: the spirit of fraternity among the memters of the order. This was
' shown in the winter of lS74-7c* when the poor crops of the preceding
ij
nad trougit suffering to Kansas" and other states west of the Miss-
j
issippi. The grangers of Kansas trok the matter in hand and estat-
: lished a system of organized relief. Memters in other states gave
;
their assistance In the work. Illinois was active and accomplished
jj
;i much in relieving suffering. It is worth while to note that assist-
ance given Ijy granp^ers was not limited to meml^ers of the order liut
I
was extended to any who were in actual want. It is true thit other

organizations and individuals coatrilDuted toward relievinc^ the same
needs but t'le crransers deserve credit for initiatincr the ©overrent.
It is interestin?; to note ihat as early as 1374 an organizatio
known as Sovereigns of Industry had Ijeen formed amonc^ mechanics and
laborers, esioecially in the New England states, upon a plan very
similar to and probably copied from the patrons of Husbandry.
There is little difficulty in tracinq; the relation between the
org;anizations so far mentioned. They existed about tie same time,
v\ere made necessary by the same condiiions and were striving for
much i.ie saiLe endb. There was mucn rivalry among: thegi, amounting,
jj
in tne case of clubs and granges, almost to open hostility. (1)
There seems to be a connection also between the movement toward organ
I ization at this -time, especially the farmers' movement and tJie movt-
1
! ments which have occurred among farmers since that time. There is
I
more difficulty in the way of determining just how much the later
i! movements were affected by tne earlier ones. However, a careful
analysis brings out many points of si^i > -^ri ty . In the raem'^ership of
the Grange it is easy to recognize two ^enerai classes, the conserv-
ative and the radical. The conservative element, relatively smaller
j|
in nujuber comprised many of the most progressive farmers of the coun-
try. It mignt, pernaps, be said to represent t^irly the best element
among tne farming population, who after thoughtful considt:;ration had
come to tiie conclusion that much mighi be gained througii the orp^an-
iiation, and for that reason 'lad .joined the oraer. Tne radical wing
I'
was made up from tie cironically dissatisfied element among the
j
farming classes. Their ideas regarding reform were more or less
hazy and tiey were' ready to cast in their lot with any new movement
which created a stir. It was their function to call attention to
e,^i^ting evils rather than to reform them, for they were incapable
See report of Sec. S.M.Smith at the State Farmers' Assn. 1S73.
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of lol lowiiis: one idea consistently for any leng^th of time. Ttius
after a few years of activity in the Granc^e they "becanie discontented,
lie ideal state of their imagination was not imraediaxely reached. They
deserted the Granj^e. Other organizations such as the Farmers'
Alliance, and the Farrriers' Mutual Benefit Association cam'^' into
pr.oininence and a'bsor'bed their energies for a tine. lut just as
"before, this radical discontented element soon left the ranl^s.
Had there teen tne same need in tne country the influence of these or^^
ganizaiions mignt have- made i tot if feit as strongly as did the Grange
in its palmiest days. Without discussing tne actual accomplishments
of tnese organizatious it will lie sufficient to note that their in-
fluence is now an unimportant factor. Ihey too, failed to realize •
tne ideals of many of their partisans and their memlDership decreased,
the Populist movement also, though too recent to admit of un"biased
discussion seems to lear a close rt^seirTDlaace to the Grange -in many,
features, especially in its anti-monopolistic sentiments.
Much has already T3een said re^^prding the differences in the
character and policy of the Grange at different periods in its
history. In the seventies it had a mushroom growth anjb was character-
ized l3y a feverish activity in supporting principles somewhat vague,
;tut in general seeking reform tnrougn legislation. Ihis period was
followed ty--a reaction and a strikin^t decrease in mem.l}ership.
Since 15S® there has Leen a revival and the Grange, with a gradually
increasing raeir.'bership has l^een alle to pursue a wellrdefi 'Cd pol-
icy, emphasizing the need of educatioa and the necessity for self-
improvement. The granger movement has l^een frecuently misunder-
stood and it is difficult even yet to form a just estimate of it.
|It is true tnat many actions of the Grange will not "bear a close
jscrutiny. Some of the first laws passed during their period of great-
est legislative influence were unjust to other classes. Put on the

o3.
other hand they accoiDplished much good. The oUjectionaLle features
of the laws were soon removed and tie advantages raade perKaneat.
Ihe attention of the people was called to railroad abuses and their
ingenuity directed toward the discovery of a remedy, tae state rail-
coiOTissions est3l)U2'hf?^ in some of the states paved the way for
^
the Inter-State Conurierce Coirmission. ^side* frmp all this the political
influence of the farroer has imrroved in almost every particular
since the organization of the C^range. It is irapossitle to deteriiiihe
Just how much of this iinproveiDent is due to the Grange. However, it
would 1)6 manifestly unfair to say txhat iraproveiDent would nave coree
wiihout tne aid of the Grange and that the granger movement had no
real value, lie fact remains tnat the Grange came into existence and
I
that it has exerted an influence. Therefore it should receive credit
!
teen
for what it las actually done and not merely for what could not have*
laccoraplisned witnout its aid. It has "teen a factor in "bringing .alDOut
h
jthe change. It can not Tae isolated so as to discover its relative
! importance. Other factors have contributed their share l^ut when we
jrecall its many lines of activity, its energy, its determination,
ijits power of concf^ntration, the '-enthusiasm and ability of its leaders,
Fits widespread organization, there need "be no hesitation in affirming
jithat no small share of the political', social and industrial devel-
opraent of the farmer in Illinois may "be traced to the. granger movement
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